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We believe that companies that provide positive experiences for both their customers and their employees are better
positioned to achieve superior returns over the longer term. Driven by these convictions, we have launched Carmignac
Portfolio Human Xperience in 2021.

Carmignac Portfolio Human Xperience is a thematic fund that aims to have a positive contribution to society by investing in
companies that stand out for their positive customer and employee experiences. ESG is at the heart of this strategy. In
particular, we focus on the S dimension through an in-depth data analysis, which allows the Fund to be classified as Article 9
according to the SFDR regulation. To achieve this objective, we have developed our own proprietary database which relies on
both external and internal data sources. Thus, it provides a comprehensive and objective view of a company using three
different complementary types of data: survey results, company reports, and news flows.

The S segment is traditionally more difficult for investors to capture due to the challenging extraction of data, unlike the E
segment, for example, which concentrates the majority of ESG investments. We have therefore invested significant time and
resources into a cutting-edge database to capture these complex data.

In today's fast changing world, businesses are recognizing the need to prioritize the impact they have on society for the overall
success and sustainability of their activity. As consumers become more socially conscious and demand ethical practices from
companies, businesses that neglect extra-financial aspects, including the S segment, risk losing out on potential customers and
damaging their long-term prospects. During the COVID-19 pandemic (Covid) era, we have witnessed the emergence of new
consumption behaviours. The pandemic has amplified contradictory trends. On one hand, consumers and employees have put
culture and values at the forefront of their importance list. On the other hand, we have witnessed an acceleration in
consumption, particularly through e-commerce, reflecting the need for immediacy at the expense of quality. This is illustrated,
for example, by the explosion of the gig economy1 during the Covid, with a surge in demand accompanied by an increasing
consumers’ level of requirement for faster delivery times, regardless of the working conditions of companies. At Carmignac, we
believe that it is more viable in the long term for a company to focus on the quality of products and to pay attention to
working conditions of employees.

Today, two-thirds of the American economy relies on consumption2. Paying special attention to consumers and their
habits is therefore essential for good business performance. Indeed, improving the customer experience can increase sales
revenues by 2% to 7% and profitability by 1% to 2%3. To achieve this objective, it is important for companies to keep their
employees committed in order to better meet customer expectations.



We spend one third of our life at work4. We can therefore affirm that our working conditions, beyond impacting our quality
of life, are crucial in terms of employee engagement and involvement. The post-Covid period has also highlighted the
importance of well-being at work. Indeed, the phenomenon of the "great resignation"5 characterized this
awareness of the true value of work and accentuated the desire to find meaning in it. Furthermore, it also illustrated the need
of better working conditions, such as higher wages and a better consideration of hard works. Companies have therefore
implemented measures to retain their talents. But we can also note that companies presenting a positive employee experience
are most likely to attract new talents who are likely to stay in the long run. With the new legislation currently underway on the
social aspect, it is now observed that human capital is becoming increasingly important.



These key figures demonstrate that investing in the S segment not only aligns businesses with societal values but also
brings numerous benefits. By prioritizing employee well-being and fostering a positive work culture, businesses can enhance
productivity, and attract top talent.



At Carmignac, in order to better understand this social axis and allow investors to access this theme, we have identified and
selected relevant data, such as the best practices implemented by companies.

THE IMPORTANCE OF HUMAN CAPITAL
In recent years, new regulatory initiatives have been implemented to cover various social issues and protect and
empower workers. The topics of human rights and due diligence in the supply chain have been particularly addressed through
various measures. For example, in 2022, a law was enacted in the United States to prevent forced labour of Uighurs6. The same
year, the European Union proposed to ban products derived from forced labour7. In 2017 and 2023, both France8 and
Germany9implemented due diligence in the supply chain regarding human rights, child labour, and forced labour. In
terms of diversity and inclusion, efforts have also been made at various levels. For instance, in 2023, the EU rules on the gender
pay gap were adopted by the European Parliament10.

Furthermore, the role of the customer and the employee is crucial in the performance of a company. The customer
plays an important role in generating profits for a company. That is why emphasizing a positive customer experience is
essential. This can be measured through customer satisfaction, but not only that.

Product safety, confidentiality of personal data, and respect for customers by the company are elements that we evaluate.
Furthermore, customer loyalty costs less than acquiring new customers. Indeed, as marketing becomes increasingly expensive,
a company sets itself apart from the competition by successfully maintaining a strong customer base. A study denotes that the
acquisition costs of new customers had risen by 222% between 2014 and 202211.



Regarding employees' experience within a company, we assess their health and safety measures in place, as well as diversity
and inclusion. We also evaluate employees’ engagement, company culture and leadership based on defined indicators, such as
surveys results, news flow and internal data from the company itself. Employees who feel listened to, entrusted with
responsibilities, and valued are more likely to exhibit lower absenteeism and lower employee turnover, which supports the
profitability of the company. External research demonstrates the importance of employee engagement and the effect it
may have on costs and revenues. According to the Center for American Progress, replacing a single employee can cost up to
20% of their annual salary12. Dale Carnegie, a professional business training company, reports that companies with engaged
employees outperform those with lower engagement levels by up to 202%13.

CASE STUDY: WHAT SOCIAL IMPACT FOR COMPANIES IN OUR PORTFOLIO?
Within our Carmignac Portfolio Human Xperience fund, we focus on companies that are highly rated in terms of customer
and employee experience.



We have a strong conviction in Hilton, the American hotel group founded in 1919. This company has several positive S
indicators such as human rights and health and safety policies in place, no controversies regarding unethical labour. From a
customer standpoint, the group offers for example an award-winning loyalty program with over 150 million members which
positioned them as Europe’s leading hotel brand in 2022 by the World Travel Awards. Furthermore, they strive to provide
innovative ways to engage with clients, such as "digital hospitality," which allows for a personalized experience and
improves their customers' experience. From the employee standpoint, it has been recognized as the second best company to
work for by Fortune in 2023, and have been the first company in the hospitality industry to offer debt free educational benefits
to employees.

L'Oréal, the French cosmetics company, is also one of our large convictions. The company has implemented several measures
to improve its social impact, such as the L'Oréal fund, which has raised 50 million euros to support 400,000 women worldwide.
A solidarity sourcing program has also been implemented to strengthen disadvantaged communities. These efforts have been
recognized, with L'Oréal being ranked in the top 5 most gender-balanced companies14. L'Oréal emphasizes a social objective of
diversity to empower its customers to make sustainable choices. All of these key points in addition to supply chain policies in
place demonstrate the efforts undertaken towards being a company focused on both its customers and employees.

Carmignac Portfolio Human Xperience is a unique strategy that allows our clients to access a theme that we believe is
often overlooked by investors, even though it is becoming increasingly important. Through a differentiated approach,
we aim to provide our clients with the financial potential of companies that focus on a positive customer experience,
as well as employee satisfaction.

KEY MESSAGES
The S segment is traditionally more difficult for investors to capture due to the challenging extraction of data, unlike the E
segment, for example, which concentrates the majority of ESG investments. At Carmignac, we have therefore invested
significant time and resources into a cutting-edge database to capture these complex data across our Carmignac
Portfolio Human Xperience fund.

Investing in the S segment not only aligns businesses with societal values but also brings numerous benefits. By
prioritizing employee well-being and fostering a positive work culture, businesses can enhance productivity, and
attract top talent.

The role of the customer and the employee is crucial in the performance of a company. The customer plays an
important role in generating profitsfor a company – through its loyalty for example – while the employee engagement has
an impact on costs and revenues.

1The gig economy is a labour market characterized by the prevalence of short-term contracts or freelance work as opposed to
permanent jobs.


2Source: The White House, “As the U.S. Consumer Goes, So Goes the U.S. Economy” (2023).


3Source: “Prediction: The future of Customer Experience”, McKinsey (2022).


4Source: Gettysburg College, « One Third of Your Life is Spent at Work: The average person will spend 90,000 hours at work over
a lifetime » (2020).


5The “Great Resignation” is a phenomenon born in United States early 2021 following the COVID-19 pandemic. It describes a
high rate of resignation in US amid strong labour demand and low unemployment.


6Act Public Law 117-78, December 2021.





7Text proposed by the EU commission in 2022.


8French law n°2017-399, March 2017.


9German law, January 2023.


10EU Directive 2023/970 of the European Parliament and of the Council, May 2023.


11Source: "Press Release - Brands Losing a Record $29 for Each New Customer Acquired”, SimplicityDX (2022).


12Source: There are Significant Business Costs to Replacing Employees, Center for American Progress (2012).


13Source: Are Your Employees Motivated, Dale Carnegie (2019).


14Source: Equileap 2019 ranking.
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SFDR - Fund Classification** :

Article 9 YEARS5Recommended
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investment horizon

MAIN RISKS OF THE FUND
EQUITY: The Fund may be affected by stock price variations, the scale of which is dependent on external factors, stock trading
volumes or market capitalization. DISCRETIONARY MANAGEMENT: Anticipations of financial market changes made by the
Management Company have a direct effect on the Fund's performance, which depends on the stocks selected. 
CURRENCY: Currency risk is linked to exposure to a currency other than the Fund’s valuation currency, either through direct
investment or the use of forward financial instruments. 

The Fund presents a risk of loss of capital.

* *Risk Scale from the KID (Key Information Document). Risk 1 does not mean a risk-free investment. This indicator may change over time.  **

FEES
Maximum subscription fees paid to distributors : 0,00% 

Redemption Fees : 0,00% 

Conversion Fee : •

Ongoing Charges : 1.35% 

Management Fees : 1,05% MAX 

Performance Fees : •



Marketing Communication. Please refer to the KID/KIID/prospectus of the Fund before making any final investment decisions.
The decision to invest in the promoted fund should consider all its characteristics or objectives as described in its prospectus. This material may not be reproduced,
in whole or in part, without prior authorisation from the Management Company. This material does not constitute a subscription offer, nor does it constitute
investment advice. This material is provided for informational purposes only and may not be relied upon by you in evaluating the merits of investing in any securities
or interests referred to herein or for any other purposes. The information contained in this material may be partial information and may be modified without prior
notice.
Access to the Funds may be subject to restrictions regarding certain persons or countries. The Funds are not registered for retail distribution in Asia, in Japan, in
North America, nor are they registered in South America. Carmignac Funds are registered in Singapore as restricted foreign scheme (for professional clients only).
The Funds have not been registered under the US Securities Act of 1933. The Funds may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, for the benefit or on behalf of a
«U.S. person», according to the definition of the US Regulation S and FATCA. The Management Company can cease promotion in your country anytime. The risks,
fees and ongoing charges are described in the KIID/KID. The KIID/KID must be made available to the subscriber prior to subscription. The Funds’ prospectus, KIDs,
KIIDs, NAV and annual reports are available at www.carmignac.com, or upon request to the Management Company.
Investors have access to a summary of their rights in English at section 6 of "regulatory information page" on the following link:
https://www.carmignac.com/en_US.
Carmignac Portfolio Human Xperience refers to the sub-funds of Carmignac Portfolio SICAV, an investment company under Luxembourg law, conforming to the
UCITS Directive.
Reference to certain securities and financial instruments is for illustrative purposes to highlight stocks that are or have been included in the portfolios of funds in the
Carmignac range. This is not intended to promote direct investment in those instruments, nor does it constitute investment advice. The Management Company is
not subject to prohibition on trading in these instruments prior to issuing any communication. The portfolios of Carmignac funds may change without previous
notice.
Copyright: The data published in this presentation are the exclusive property of their owners, as mentioned on each page.
In Switzerland: the prospectus, KIDs and annual report are available at www.carmignac.ch, or through our representative in Switzerland, CACEIS (Switzerland), S.A.,
Route de Signy 35, CH-1260 Nyon. The paying agent is CACEIS Bank, Montrouge, succursale de Nyon/Suisse, Route de Signy 35, 1260 Nyon.
UK: This document was prepared by Carmignac Gestion, Carmignac Gestion Luxembourg or Carmignac UK Ltd and is being distributed in the UK by Carmignac
Gestion Luxembourg.

CARMIGNAC GESTION 24, place Vendôme - F-75001 Paris - Tel: (+33) 01 42 86 53 35 Investment management company approved by the AMF Public limited company
with share capital of €13,500,000 - RCS Paris B 349 501 676
CARMIGNAC GESTION Luxembourg - City Link - 7, rue de la Chapelle - L-1325 Luxembourg - Tel: (+352) 46 70 60 1 Subsidiary of Carmignac Gestion - Investment fund
management company approved by the CSSF.  Public limited company with share capital of € 23,000,000 - RCS Luxembourg B 67 549
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